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The time has come for Max and her winged "Flock" to face their ultimate enemy and discover their

original purpose: to defeat the takeover of "Re-evolution," a sinister experiment to re-engineer a

select population into a scientifically superior master race...and to terminate the rest. Max, Fang,

Iggy, Nudge, Gasman, and Angel have always worked together to defeat the forces working against

them-but can they save the world when they are torn apart, living in hiding and captivity, halfway

across the globe from one another?
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Wow, this book has amazing artwork, as always, and the plot only thickens. Plus there is a very big

plot twist (which I won't spoil for you) and for anyone who has been thinking that they can just skip

this book, or wants to join in the middle of the series, I would suggest buying from the beginning

because there are a lot of details that you will miss. But what is good about this book is that it does

have a lot of flashback moments in it, so you can jump in here with minimal knowledge about the

series itself although I suggest that you start from the beginning.All in all this is an awesome book

and I highly suggest this!

My daughter and I have enjoyed reading this manga series of James Patterson's Maximum Ride

novels. They are exciting, intriguing, and fun stories about a flock of bird-kids. Their adventures



keep me turning the page, the challenges they face keep my heart rate up, and their antics keep me

smiling. They are a fascinating group of kids trying to find their way through a very challenging and

confusing maze of life.Just as I found in the novels, however, the story is starting to drag. I'm all for

twists and turns and these books offer plenty. Too much, in fact. It is beginning to seem like Mr.

Patterson either isn't sure how to end the story or is just wanting to keep milking it for as long as he

can. My interest is beginning to wane. Also, the amount of time between releases is too much ... I've

forgotten important details as this story is taking a few years to unfold.Despite the negative

paragraph above, I still recommend these stories - either the original novels or these manga

versions. They are exciting and interesting - to young and old alike.

This series has been keeping my kids busy this summer. They wait for the mailman to run to see if

their next book in the series has come yet. I may read the first book, it sounds interesting. My kids

think I'll love it as much as they do.

Bought this as one in a series for my granddaughter's birthday. She simply loves these books and

they keep her reading over the summer months. A great buy for a great set of books. Great reads

for all ages!!!

Okay. I really want to read this book, but my kindle won't let me. Apparently I have to pre-order it

becaus it comes out in 2036. I know this isn't right because the seventh book is already out in kindle

edition, so something must be up. I just thought you'd like a fair warning. Hope this review helped.

My Thoughts - 5 out of 5 unicorns - I loved it!! Must read series for reluctant readers!!**Checked out

from the high school libraryOkay sadness because I just finished the last book my school library

has. IÃ¢Â€Â™m not sure when they will get book 7Ã¢Â€Â¦.sigh!! As always the graphic

novels/manga are hard to review because it is entirely too easy to give away what is going on.I love

this series!! I havenÃ¢Â€Â™t found a book in the series that I didnÃ¢Â€Â™t love. Max is totally

awesome, but in this story, there is lots of flock drama. Max does gets lots of answers, and she is of

course always fighting for her and the flockÃ¢Â€Â™s lives. The flock struggles with how to save the

world from the crazed Re-Evolution planners. Fang is doing his part with his blog. There are new

alliances, new drama, misinformation, battles, and so much more.I canÃ¢Â€Â™t believe I have to

wait now for book 7 Ã¯Â•ÂŒ I am definitely not a patient person when it comes to books I really

wantÃ¢Â€Â¦sigh, but what choice do I have. I will work on getting the book series and maybe that will



tide me over. My son has started re-reading the series. He loved it the first time and wants to refresh

his memory before he catches up on the ones he hasnÃ¢Â€Â™t read it.I highly recommend graphic

novels/manga for all your reluctant readers and your kids who are very visual. I also think they are a

great break in between books or filler when you donÃ¢Â€Â™t have time to read a full novel.

James Patterson is a very talented author that creates fun-pacted adventures and strange

mysteries for all ages to enjoy. The adaption of the Maxiumum Ride series has absolutely stunning

art work. I highly recommend this to anyone who loves manga and action movies.

I've read Patterson's Maximum Ride novel Angel Experiment and all of the Manga's that detail the

novel series. I absolutely love this series because it is a sci-fi survivor type story with a normal girl

for the main character. My mom, sister and me are just starting the second novel School's Out

Forever. We love the characters and their story. We especially like the science/avian experiment

and descriptions of New York. I really like the drawings and the whole idea of giving kids wings.

There is a constant puzzle to figure out as you read. I like trying to figure it out along the way. Can't

wait for the next magna to come out!
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